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Abstract. In this paper, a method is proposed to compute the so-called cable span, i.e. the space
occupied by the cables when the robot is moving within its workspace. As the cables are attached
to a mostly fixed point on the robot frame, the shape of the cable span is a generalized cone.
We present an efficient methodpolar sorting to compute the surface of this cone. Furthermore,
the found geometry of the cone is employed in the design of thecable anchor points in order to
dimension its deflection capabilities and to compute a suitable orientation for the installation of the
mechanical unit.
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1 Introduction

Cable-driven parallel robots possess a number of advantages such as light-weight
design, huge workspace, and excellent dynamic capabilities. These features come
at some costs in terms of difficult geometric design for complex tasks. For a cable
robot, a number of collision problems need to be addressed. Firstly, the problem of
cable-cable collision can significantly reduce the usable workspace and was extend-
edly studied (e.g. in [6, 7, 3, 9]). A couple of robot design with so-calledcross-over
configurationsare proposed that offer a large collision-free workspace [13, 5, 8].
Another problem arising from the application of cable robots is related to the pos-
sible collisions of the cables with the environment. Furthermore, the mechanical
design of the cable deflection units with large deflection angles is involved and ap-
plies both to the distal end of the cable at the mobile platform and to the proximal
guiding on the machine frame. The cable-environment interference as well as the
design of the cable guiding are related and discussed withinthis paper. To the best
of the authors knowledge, no model of the space occupied by the cables has been
proposed in the literature beside the pose-dependent assessment of collisions men-
tioned in the papers above.
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Fig. 1 Definition of the geometry and kinematics of a general cable robot

In order to deal with this problem, thecable spanis introduced in this paper.
The cable span for one cable is the space occupied by this cable while the platform
travels through the robot’s workspace. As shown in the remainder of this paper, the
cable span is a spatial geometrical object that can be described by a generalized
cone. Clearly, this region must be free of obstacles to avoida collision with the
cable. Furthermore, the cable span allows to derive the deflection requirements of
the guiding pulleys in the design of the robot.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 recalls the basic kine-
matic and workspace issues used in this paper. In Sec. 3, somedata structures for
workspace computation are discussed that are essential forthe computation of the
cable span. Using the proposed cable span, two applicationsof the cable span for
robot analysis and design are proposed in Sec. 4. Conclusions are closing the paper.

2 Background

The kinematic background for the cable robots is briefly reviewed for the sake of
completeness. The kinematic scheme of a cable-driven parallel robot withm prox-
imal anchor pointsai and distal anchor pointsbi is depicted in Fig. 1. The vector
l i represents the cable and it is oriented to start at the platform and point towards
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the robot frame. The pose of the platform is represented by the position vectorr
and the rotation matrixR which transforms platform coordinates from the platform
frameKP to world coordinatesK0. The considerations in this paper do not assume
a particular parameterization of the rotation matrix, so anarbitrary parameterization
can be used. The applied wrenchwP = [fT

P ,τT
P ]T is composed from the applied force

fP and the applied torqueτP. Thus, the kinematic closure equation reads

l i = ai − r −Rbi , i = 1, . . . ,m . (1)

As the cable span discussed in this paper is closely related to the workspace of the
cable robot, a criterium needs to be considered to decide if agiven pose(r ,R) be-
longs to the workspace. A couple of criteria are known to account for properties such
as wrench-closure [2, 4], wrench feasibility [2, 15], generation of a given wrench set
[1], or absence of cable-cable interference [9]. For the procedure discussed in this
paper, the kind and number of criteria is irrelevant. In the case study, we employ a
simple wrench-feasibility test [12]

fmin �
1
2
(fmin + fmax)−A(r ,R)+T

(

wP+A(r ,R)T 1
2
(fmin+ fmax)

)

� fmax , (2)

wherefmax, fmax are the vectors of minimum and maximum admissible cable forces
and AT is the pose-dependent structure matrix [14]. The Moore-Penrose pseudo
inverse matrix ofAT is denoted given byA+T =A(ATA)−1. Based on the definitions
above, a pose-depended evaluation of the workspace can be made.

3 Determination of the Cable Span

A well-known disadvantage of parallel robots and especially of cable robots is that
the installation space of the robot is large compared to the workspace. One reason
for this drawback is that the cables occupy a huge volume if the workspace of the
robot is large. This volume that is at least temporarily taken be the cables is called
cable span(Fig. 2). The cable span is a volumetric object for all spatial robots and a
flat area like a fan for a planar robot. Based on the assumptionof the standard cable
model that the proximal anchor point is a pose-independent point in space, it is clear
that the cable span for thei-th cable has some kind of apex at the pointAi .

3.1 Generation of relevant poses

In this paper, we assume the workspace that is assessed for the cable span is deter-
mined through discretization. In particular, we assume that the workspace is either
computed by sampling a grid of positions for the translational workspace or by com-
puting the boundary of the workspace with the hull algorithm[10].
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Fig. 2 Definition of the cable span based on the hull

For efficiency reasons, the workspace hull is used in the numerical study to com-
pute the boundary of the workspace as the boundary is characteristic for the maxi-
mum cable deflections. As the surface of the workspace represents the extremal re-
gion of the workspace, the vertices of the hull include the relevant points. However,
not every point on the workspace boundary is relevant for thecable span determina-
tion.

One can employ the constant orientation workspace or the total orientation
workspace as basis for the determination of the cable span. For the sake of simplic-
ity, we restrict the following considerations to the constant orientation workspace
with a fixed orientationR0 of the platform and varying positionr . Thus, we assume
the workspaceW to be given as a set of positionsr

W =
{

r ∈ IR3 |g(r)> 0
}

, (3)

whereg(r) is a function that evaluates to a positive number if the position r belongs
to the workspace. In this paper, Eq. (2) is used but any other workspace test can be
employed instead. Respectively, one can also vary the orientation to caption the ori-
entation workspace or the total orientation workspace. As the follow consideration
is purely based on efficiently sorting a set of cable vectorsl i , it is straight-forward
to extend the algorithm to a discretization of the orientation workspace.

Using Eq. (1), one receives for each cablei and for thek-th positionr in the setW

the respective linel(k)i vectors withk= 1, . . . ,N whereN is the number of positions
in the setW . Geometrically speaking, this set of curves consists of line segments
starting at the proximal anchor pointai and pointing towards the workspace. This
set basically contains all required information about the space occupied by the ca-
bles. However, as one usually employs many points for sampling the workspace, an
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estimate for a volumetrical object is sought that can be handle more efficiently than
all the lines.

In the following we omit the index of the line(i) for the sake of readability and

abbreviate the set of linesvk = −l(k)i which shall represent the common starting
point atai . Thus, a set ofN pointsV = {v1, . . . ,vN} is the input from workspace
determination and the cable span shall be computed.

3.2 Sorting the line segments

Once the relevant lines from the proximal anchor pointai to the respective world
coordinates of the distal anchor pointsbi(r ,R) are determined, the structure of this
bunch of lines has to be determined.

In this paper, an algorithm calledpolar sortingis proposed to extract the relevant
structure from the lines. The main steps are the following

1. Determine an estimate of the cone axis
2. Construct a coordinate system located atai with its z-axis aligned with the cone

axis
3. Transform all linesvi in V into this coordinate frame
4. Compute polar coordinates for the linesV

5. Sort the vertices inV by the azimuth angleϕ
6. Cluster the vertices innS equal classes by intervals of the azimuth angle and

approximate the enclosing cone by extracting the largest deflection angle in that
interval

7. Return the surface of the generalized cone consisting of the apex atai and thenS

characteristic vertices on its mantle of the cone

After this procedure, one has a simple triangulation withnS triangles of the cable
span that can be used in a number of applications.

3.3 Computing the Cable Span

From the structure of the workspace hull, we have an estimateused as projection
centerm or can compute the barycenter of the workspaceW . If the center is un-
known or a grid computation was employed, the mean value of the positions

m =
1
N

N

∑
j=1

r i (4)

is used instead. Now, the central line fromai to m is employed as axis of the cone
and the polar decomposition aims at sorting all the lines in the span around this
central line.
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Fig. 3 Polar decomposition of the cable vector to compute the cone of the cable span fornS = 12
segments

Then, a coordinate frameKA,i is constructed at pointAi which z-axis is aligned
with the (estimated) cone axiseZ = m−ai . Thex-axis represented by the vectoreX

is perpendicular to thez-axis but has an additional degree of freedom that can be
chosen arbitrarily. If a panning pulley is used for guiding the cable, it is beneficial to
define thex-axis orthogonal to the first axis of the panning pulley e.g. orthogonal to
the axis the pulley is panned about. The remainingy-axis is computed from the cross
producteY = eZ ×eX. The transformation matrix is then derived from the normalized
vectors(eX,eY ,eZ). This transformation is represented in terms of the transformation
matrixA,iR0 that maps vectors in world frameK0 to the local frameKA,i .

Based on the considerations of the workspace boundary, one can easily compute
the cable span for the constant orientation workspace. The set W = (r1, . . . , rN)
contains theN position of the workspace as introduced above. Then, one receives
the world coordinates for all possible locations for the point Bi from

v′j = R0bi + r j for j = 1, . . . ,N (5)

which is simply a translation of the the hull bybi . The cable span is approximated
from connecting the pointAi with each of the vectorsv′j . The resulting geometrical
object is a generalized cone with a noncircular cross-section where most of the lines
defined above are lying inside the cone. To normalize the representation and also
to reduce the amount of data, apolar decompositionof the lines is proposed and
described below.

TheN lines of the span are distributed innS polar segments (Fig. 3) in the frame
KA,i . Firstly, each line is transformed into the local frameKA,i by

A,isj =
A,i R(v′j −ai) . (6)
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Then, the spherical coordinatess(C)j are computed from

s(C)j =
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with A,isj = [sX,sY ,sZ]
T

. (7)

These spherical coordinatess(C)j allow for a simple extraction of the cable span. The
N line vectors are sorted in ascending order of theirϕ-value (Fig. 3). This sorting
may effortlessly be done by storing the data in an associative container offered by
most programming languages1. Then,nS segments of equal size are chosen for the
angleϕ that represent the ranges

Si =

[

i 2π
nS

,
(i +1)2π

nS

]

i
i = 0, . . . ,(nS−1) . (8)

Finally, one loops through the sorted lists(C)j of cylinder coordinates and extracts for
each rangeSi the matching element with

s(C)j

∣

∣

∣

ϕ∈Si
(9)

and stores the largest angleθ for all line vectors that belong to the respective seg-
ment. After this procedure, one has a sorted list ofnS characteristic vectors of the
surface of the cable span. Connecting two neighboring vectors with the apex atKA,i

gives a triangulation of the surface of the cable span. Exporting this triangulation to
STL or VRML is straight forward and allows to use results within CAD systems.
The list of the angles over the polar coordinate is basicallya look-up table to check
if a vector is inside the cone.

4 Application

In this section, a case study for determination of the cable span is presented. The
case study is based on the IPAnema 1 robot geometry as given inTab. 1. For the
case studies, the translational workspace with a constant orientation ofR0 = I is
considered.

1 The effort for this kind of sorting is log(N) for each element and it is internally done when using
associative containers such asdict in Python ormap in C++.
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Table 1 Nominal geometric parameters in terms of base vectorsai and platform vectorsbi for the
IPAnema 1 robot.

cablei base vectorai platform vectorbi

1 [−2.0,1.5,2.0]T [−0.06,0.06,0.0]T

2 [2.0,1.5,2.0]T [0.06,0.06,0.0]T

3 [2.0,−1.5,2.0]T [0.06,−0.06,0.0]T

4 [−2.0,−1.5,2.0]T [−0.06,−0.06,0.0]T

5 [−2.0,1.5,0.0]T [−0.06,0.06,0.0]T

6 [2.0,1.5,0.0]T [0.06,0.06,0.0]T

7 [2.0,−1.5,0.0]T [0.06,−0.06,0.0]T

8 [−2.0,−1.5,0.0]T [−0.06,−0.06,0.0]T

4.1 Geometric cable span

In Fig. 4 the cable span is visualized in polar coordinates. The points in the plot indi-
cate the unfiltered data (258 vertices) received from the workspace evaluation. The
circumferential red line is drawn from the 36 vertices received from polar sorting.

In order to assess the computational performance, the same computation was
executed with a higher number of vertices. The computation time for the cable span
of all eight cables for 16 386 vertices on the workspace hull was determined to
be 51 ms (on Intel Core i5-5200U at 2.2 GHz) while the workspace determination
consumed some 1050 ms of CPU time. Thus, the determination ofthe cable span is
cheap in terms of computation efforts.

4.2 Deflection angles for anchor points

Another application of the cable span lies in the dimensioning of the panning pulley
unit on the machine frame of the robot. This supports the mechanical design of
the cable robot when the initial position of the cable guiding system needs to be
defined. Using the computation of the cable span, one maps theextremal values
with the pulley kinematics function [11].

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the actually occurring deflection anglesβR,1 andγR,1 in the
pulley mechanism for the IPAnema 1 robot. The sample poses are chosen from the
hull of the workspace thus covering the extremal positions of the pulley. One can
see that the panning angleγR of the pulley is in the range[− π

2 ;0] thus pointing to the
inside of the machine frame. The considered winchi = 1 is an upper winch located
at the top of the robot frame. Thus, the wrapping angle isβR,1 ∈ [Π

2 ;π ] where the
cable always wraps at least a quarter of the pulley. Only a small part of the toroidal
surface is actually used. The region where the pointCi may be located is notably
smaller than the torus.
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Fig. 4 Plot of the cable span in polar coordinates of frameKA,1

A similar consideration is applied to the platform. If we consider only the trans-
lational workspace, the deflection angles on the platform are essentially the same
as for the proximal anchor point but with inverted sign (see Fig. 2). For the distal
anchor pointBi , two mechanical constructions are widespread, the use of univer-
sal/spherical joints at the end of the cable and swivel bolts(see Fig. 7). Their main
difference lies in the admissible deflection of the cable with respect to the instal-
lation orientation. For universal and spherical joints, the preferred attack angle is
within a cone where an attack angle of 0◦ is optimal. This installation orientation
of the joint shall thus be aligned with the central axis of thecable span for proper
operation and the deflection angles shall lie inside the cable span. In contrast, swivel
bolts allow for very large deflection angles which can even exceed 90◦. However,
the swivel bolt has a singular configuration when the direction of the cable and the
first axis of the swivel bolt is aligned. Therefore, a sufficient diagonal pull on the
swivel bolt must be guaranteed (see Fig. 7). In this setting,the generalized cone
computed from the cable span must be placed within the range of γmin andγmax.
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Fig. 5 Deflection anglesβR and γR for the first winches of the IPAnema 1 robot throughout the
workspace.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the concept cable span is introduced and an efficient algorithm for
the determination of the region occupied by the cables is presented. As the geo-
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Fig. 6 Actual proximal anchor pointsC1 where the cable leaves the pulley in the local frameKA,1
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Fig. 7 Feasible deflection angles (gray area left of the platform) for the cable on the platform for
spherical joints and swivel bolts

metric structure of the cable span is a generalized cone, it can be represented as a
triangulation of its shell surface. This object can be used in CAD planning to study
interference with other equipment. Furthermore, the cablespan is a useful concept
to design the cable guiding system in order to choose feasible orientation value for
the axis of the pulleys.
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